UNITED.

MISSION
MASKS
Masks that mean more.

OUR MISSION

Is Simple.

To place high-quality masks in the hands of America's Businesses.
Quickly.
Mission Masks is creating custom embroidered masks,
while donating 5% to American Non-profits.
Backed by the Nation's largest embroiderer of American Flags,
our promise is 100% American manufacturing, timely shipments,
quality embroidery, & a lifecycle that means more.

"As we are faced with these unprecedented times, many companies will face
challenges in their mask supply over the next year.
Production will be inadequate, overseas deliveries will be delayed, & sacrifices in
quality will be made. The massive environmental impact of billions of disposable
masks unleashed into our landfills, oceans, & beyond, cannot be underestimated.
This is why we sought to create a safe, spacious, & reusable alternative."

CHALLENGES

SUPPLY

DELAYS

IMPORTS

Unsustainable supply means
companies will be forced to
purchase sub-par masks
at excessive prices.

A key challenge, domestically &
abroad, is excessive production &
wait times. Many overseas shipments
continue to be rejected.

Seeking replenishment overseas,
challenges - from customs holds
to the weakening American
business - arises.

SACRIFICE

COST

Sadly, urgency to satisfy corporate,
state & national demands are
leading to inferior materials &
low-quality manufacturing.

Disposable masks cost companies
8x of what they can save with
sustainable, rewashable &
attractive fabric masks.

NATURE
The detrimental impact of disposable
masks on environment is massive. A
large brand will dispose of roughly
10M in 1Year.
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INSTEAD,
SAVE
REAL DOLLARS
A highly-regarded brand
with 90,000 national
employees, was set to
spend 9M over the course
of 2020 on non-descript,
disposable masks.
That's until they realized
they could locally access
much higher-quality,
custom branded masks
for 1.25M.
A savings of 7.75M.

PRESERVE
OUR ENVIRONMENT
Even the most wellmeaning organizations
will produce millions of
pounds of waste in
disposable masks.
The solution is
to make masks washable.
Increase sustainability
more with Repreve - an
innovative, base fabric
made completely from
recycled bottles - to fully
align Company Needs
with the Environment.
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BOLSTER
YOUR BRAND
In times likes these, Corporate
morale & satisfaction can
plummet.
Your mask is your voicebox.
Instead of generic masks,
benefit from on-brand style
and aesthetic.
Whether for Corporate
Clients or Staff, Company
Gifts or Merchandise, make
sure your brand is easily
represented inside & outside
of physical buildings.
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SUPPORT
AMERICAN
MADE
Manufactured by the
largest embroiderer in all of
America, we ensure a product
100% made on American soil
with top-of-the-line materials,
machinery, & workmanship.
Having already donated
thousands of masks & gowns to
hospitals, EMTs, fire & police,
we are passionate about
supporting American
business.
Join us.

MORE BENEFITS.

CUSTOMIZED
Your Brand Name. Unique Designs.
Embroidered Embellishments.
Intricate Logos. All-over Print.
It's all here.

MATERIALS
Innovative, Eco-fabrics for all your needs.
Multilayered. Antibacterial. Antimacrobial.
Breathable. Launderable & Stain-resistant.

HIGH-QUALITY
Well-designed one-size-fits-all shape
with added space for breathing.
All Repreve Masks are sourced,
manufactured, cut & sewn on US soil.

FILTRATION
Comes standard with 2 or 3-ply and the
highest commercial standard filtration,
so your company is protected.

MISSION
When you partner with Mission Masks, you partner with
America's finest Organizations.
Simply select from the Groups below with your Order,
or let us know the charity of your choice, &
we'll send a donation on your behalf,

ORGANIZATIONS

HOSPITALS

HOMELESS

FIRE & POLICE

ANIMALS

VETERANS

HUNGRY

Together, let's think outside-the-box.
At the heart of our initiative is a process to
benefit every one, at every level.
We look forward to supporting you &
what that will mean to many more.
Contact - info@embroiderysc.com
970.471.6831

BACKED BY EMBROIDERY SOLUTIONS, THE LARGEST EMBROIDERER OF AMERICAN FLAGS
& FINE SCHIFFLI TEXTILES. IN OPERATION SINCE 1949.

